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	Pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma is the fourth leading cause of cancer

	death in the United States. Annually approximately 30,000 Americans are

	diagnosed with the disease and most will die from it within five years. Pancreatic

	ductal adenocarcinoma is unique because of its late onset in age, high

	mortality, small tumor samples infiltrated with normal cells, and a lack of

	both early detection and effective therapies. Some of these characteristics

	have made studying this disease a challenge.





	Pancreatic cancer develops as a result of the accumulation of genetic

	alterations in cancer-causing genes, such as the oncogenes and the tumor-suppressor

	genes. In the last decade, major progress has been made in identifying

	important oncogenes and tumor-suppressor genes for the disease. In Pancreatic

	Cancer: Methods and Protocols, we review the classical techniques that

	have contributed to the advances in pancreatic research and introduce new

	strategies that we hope will add to future breakthroughs in the field of cancer

	biology.





	Pancreatic Cancer: Methods and Protocols provides a broad range of

	protocols for molecular, cellular, pathological, and statistical analyses of sporadic

	and familial pancreatic cancer. It covers topics from in vitro cell cultures

	to in vivo mouse models, DNA to protein manipulation, and mutation

	analyses to treatment development. We believe that our book will prove an

	invaluable source of proven protocols for those who are interested in either

	basic or translational research in pancreatic cancer.
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Silverlight and ASP.NET RevealedApress, 2007
Microsoft Silverlight allows you to create rich multimedia interfaces with the power and flexibility of Flash, but with the extensibility and the great tools that .NET offers. With Silverlight and ASP.NET Revealed, you’ll learn to use Microsoft’s Silverlight technology in conjunction with ASP.NET and Visual Studio 2008 (codename Orcas)....
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Success Habits For DummiesFor Dummies, 2019

	
		Discover the ultimate success habits for a healthy and prosperous life

	
		Whether we like it or not, a big part of what we do in life is governed by habits. Even more importantly, habits can lead us to think and feel in certain patterns. Since habits are so powerful, it's worth paying attention to the ones that...
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Mining and Control of Network Traffic by Computational Intelligence (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2011

	As other complex systems in social and natural sciences as well as in engineering, the Internet is hard to understand from a technical point of view. Packet switched networks defy analytical modeling. The Internet is an outstanding and challenging case because of its fast development, unparalleled heterogeneity and the inherent lack of...
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Digital Character Animation 3New Riders Publishing, 2006
Whether you're creating animation for television, advertising, games, or multimedia, [digital] Character Animation 3 can help you bring your imagination to life. In this updated classic, both newcomers to digital animation and old hands looking to hone existing skills will find essential techniques for creating...
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CISSP All-in-One Exam Guide, 6th EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2012

	A complete, up-to-date revision of the leading CISSP training resource from the #1 name in IT security certification and training, Shon Harris


	Fully revised for the latest release of the Certified Information Systems Security Professional exam, this comprehensive, up-to-date resource covers all 10 CISSP exam domains developed by...
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How Great Decisions Get Made: 10 Easy Steps for Reaching Agreement on Even the Toughest IssuesAMACOM, 2003
All too often, solving tough work issues can become a tug of war as clashing departments, priorities, personality styles, and other concerns threaten to destroy any possibility of a successful conclusion. But by sharing hopes, and focusing on information rather than debate, the path to agreement can become wonderfully clear.

How...
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